ABSTRACT: Biomembranes are built up from lipid bilayers with two leaflets that typically differ in their lipid composition. Each lipid molecule stays within one leaflet of the bilayer before it undergoes a transition, or flip-flop, to the other leaflet. The corresponding flip-flop times are very different for different lipid species and vary over several orders of magnitude. Here, we use molecular dynamics simulations to elucidate the consequences of this separation of time scales for compositionally asymmetric bilayers. We first study bilayers with two lipid components that do not undergo flip-flops on the accessible time scales. In such a situation, one must distinguish a bilayer state in which both leaflets have the same preferred area from another state in which each leaflet is tensionless. However, when we add a third lipid component that undergoes frequent flip-flops, the bilayer relaxes toward the state with tensionless leaflets, not to the state with equal preferred leaflet areas. Furthermore, we show that bilayers with compositional asymmetry acquire a significant spontaneous curvature even if both leaflets are tensionless. Our results can be extended to lipid bilayers with a large number of lipid components provided at least one of these components undergoes frequent flip-flops. For cellular membranes containing lipid pumps, the leaflet tensions also depend on the rates of proteininduced flip-flops.
B
iological membranes are assembled from a complex assortment of lipids and membrane proteins. The lipids form asymmetric bilayers, displaying different lipid compositions in their two leaflets. 1−4 Each lipid molecule stays within one leaflet until it undergoes a transition or flip-flop, also known as transbilayer motion, to the other leaflet. In the absence of membrane proteins that act as lipid pumps, the flip-flops represent a thermally activated process with flip-flop times that vary from hours or even days for phospholipids 5−7 to seconds 8, 9 or even milliseconds 10 for cholesterol and other sterols. In cellular membranes, lipid flip-flops are also induced by proteins, some of which act as lipid pumps. 4,11−13 The bilayer asymmetry affects many membrane properties and in particular the membranes' morphology. However, the complexity of any biological membrane, which typically contains hundreds of lipid species and numerous integral and peripheral membrane proteins, makes it difficult to unravel the underlying molecular mechanisms. On the other hand, giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) have emerged as useful model systems for biomembranes.
14 When the two leaflets of a GUV membrane have the same lipid composition, the membrane behavior is primarily governed by a single elastic parameter, the bending rigidity. When the GUV membrane possesses some bilayer asymmetry, 15−19 the broken symmetry between the two leaflets is described by another elastic parameter, the preferred or spontaneous curvature of the membrane.
The bending rigidity and the spontaneous curvature determine the curvature elasticity of the GUV membanes. The corresponding curvature models come in several variants 20, 21 that lead to the same stationary shapes but differ in the corresponding free energy landscapes. The different variants also differ in their assumptions about the frequency of lipid flipflops.
The spontaneous curvature (SC) model 20, 22 describes bilayer asymmetry fully through the local spontaneous curvature m that arises from the underlying molecular interactions. In the model, the area difference between the two leaflets is not explicitly considered and is thus free to change, which requires at least one membrane component to undergo frequent flip-flops between the two leaflets. 23 In contrast, the bilayer couple (BC) model, 20, 24 which is based on the bilayer couple hypothesis, 25 assumes that the number of molecules is conserved within each leaflet, and describes shape transformations of GUVs with a fixed area difference between the leaflets. The SC and the BC models represent two limiting cases of the area-difference elasticity (ADE) model, 21 which represents an extension of the chemically induced moments model of ref 26 . In the ADE model, the number of molecules is conserved within each leaflet, as in the BC model, but the area difference between the leaflets is allowed to change via expansion and compression of the individual leaflets. The ADE model can be mapped onto the SC model by introducing a nonlocal, shape-dependent contribution to the spontaneous curvature. 27 On the nanometer scale, bilayer asymmetry and spontaneous curvature can be studied by molecular simulations. 18,28−31 In the latter studies, the number of lipid molecules were constant within each leaflet, because the molecules did not undergo flipflops on the time scales accessible to the simulations. A spontaneous curvature can then arise from different lipid densities 29, 30 or different lipid compositions 18, 31 of the two leaflets. To calculate the spontaneous curvature, one has to simulate tensionless membranes 32 for which the integral over the local stress profile vanishes. The latter constraint can be fulfilled without requiring vanishing tensions within the individual leaflets.
As a specific example, we consider two-component membranes consisting of the phospholipid POPC and the glycolipid (or ganglioside) GM1. For the latter, we use two different molecular models: cone-like GM1 and lollipop-like GM1. We first study symmetric bilayers and show that the two types of GM1 differ in their preferred molecular areas. We then consider asymmetric bilayers and determine the tensions within the individual leaflets. We identify two states of asymmetric bilayers, I and II, that differ in their lipid composition and have specific mechanical properties. For state I, the two leaflets of the bilayer have the same preferred area and, in general, nonzero leaflet tensions of opposite sign. For state II, on the other hand, both leaflet tensions vanish separately. Most importantly, we show that a bilayer approaches state II when we add another molecular component that undergoes frequent flip-flops between the two leaflets and that bilayers in state II can display a considerable spontaneous curvature.
Results and Discussion. Because all simulations presented here are done in the NPT-ensemble, the total bilayer tension is naturally kept zero in all the systems discussed below.
Leaflet Areas of Symmetric Bilayers. Let us start by looking at compositionally symmetric POPC−GM1 bilayers, for which the leaflet tensions are equal by symmetry and in fact zero because the whole bilayer is tensionless. Figure 1 demonstrates that the shape of a GM1 lipid depends on the force field parametrization used, resulting either in a cone-like GM1 wedged deep into its leaflet 18, 33 or a lollipop-like GM1 with its headgroup residing mostly above the POPCs. 34 The conformational differences observed between the two models ( Figure 1 ) resulted in different leaflet areas occupied by the GM1 molecules. Figure 2 demonstrates that the leaflet area occupied by a single cone-like GM1 was slightly larger than that occupied by a single POPC. A lollipop-like GM1, on the other hand, occupied clearly less area than a POPC.
It might seem somewhat counterintuitive that a lipid like GM1, which has a bulky headgroup, can take up less leaflet area than a POPC whose head is much smaller. The explanation, however, is readily available from Figure 1A , which shows that the large headgroup of lollipop-like GM1 resided mostly above the POPCs. As a consequence, the corresponding leaflet area is primarily determined by GM1's sphingosine tails, which take less area than the glycerol-bound tails of a POPC.
Asymmetric Bilayers with Fixed Leaflet Compositions. Next, let us consider compositionally asymmetric bilayers with the upper leaflet consisting of the POPC−GM1 mixture as before, but the lower leaflet containing only POPC. Using the NPT ensemble, the bilayer is again maintained in a state where the total tension across the bilayer is (close to) zero. It then follows that the individual leaflet tensions must be equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. Furthermore, by judiciously choosing the number of lipids in each leaflet of an asymmetric bilayer, it is even possible to find leaflet compositions that will closely approximate the case of tensionless leaflets.
As a first approximation for the appropriate leaflet compositions, we looked into the areas preferred in symmetric bilayers ( Figure 2 ) with the aim of matching the area of the GM1-containing leaflet with that of the pure-POPC leaflet. Let 18 has the same nonbonded parameters as the lollipop-like GM1 introduced by Gu et al., 34 but its bonded parameters follow Loṕez et al. 33 The codes within the beads indicate the Martini bead types. 35 The charged beads are indicated by plus and minus signs (light gray). The angles that are only found in one model are indicated by three blue beads (the darker color indicating the central bead) and the dihedrals that are only found in one model by four beads with colored borderlines (the full lines indicating the central beads).The same POPC, Na + , and water models were used with both GM1 models.
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Letter us denote the difference between the preferred areas of the upper and lower leaflets by Δ . If we wish to obtain Δ = 0 for the lollipop-like GM1, which requires less leaflet area than a POPC, see Figure 2 , we should decrease the number of POPCs in the pure-POPC leaflet. For example, a leaflet with 7 mol % GM1, corresponding to 7 GM1s and 93 POPCs, has roughly the same area as 99 POPCs. The condition of equal leaflet area is again met for 15 mol % and for 25 mol % GM1, roughly matching the area of 98 and 97 POPCs, respectively. Now, does zero area difference imply tensionless leaflets? Figure 3 demonstrates that these two conditions are not really equivalent. To determine the leaflet tensions Σ upp and Σ low of the upper and lower leaflets, we introduce the Cartesian coordinate z perpendicular to the bilayer and place the bilayer's midsurface at z = 0. The upper and lower leaflets are then located at z > 0 and z < 0, respectively. From the stress profile s(z) across the bilayer, see Methods, we then obtain the leaflet tensions
and the tension difference
The difference ΔΣ is plotted in Figure 3 as a function of the GM1 mole fraction both for the cone-like and for the lollipoplike GM1.
For the lollipop-like GM1, the condition of zero area difference corresponds to the diamonds in Figures 2 and 3 . Inspection of Figure 3 reveals that these bilayers are characterized by a nonzero tension difference, whose magnitude increases with increasing GM1 fraction. For the cone-like GM1, the condition of zero area difference occurred at 21 mol % GM1 and 101 POPCs in the lower leaflet (Figure 2 ), but Figure 3 shows that this system again had a nonzero tension difference.
Therefore, the condition of vanishing area difference is not equivalent to the condition of vanishing tension difference.
Asymmetric Bilayers with Flip-Flopping Lipid Species. We now show that a nonzero tension difference ΔΣ relaxes to zero when a flip-flopping lipid species is added to the bilayer. To this end, we started from the asymmetric bilayer of 24 mol % lollipop-like GM1: 76 POPCs and 24 GM1s in the upper leaflet and 97 POPCs in the lower leaflet. This bilayer was characterized by practically zero area difference, Δ = 0.06 ± 0.02 nm 2 ( Figure 2 ), but the tension of its lower leaflet clearly exceeded the tension of its upper leaflet with the tension difference ΔΣ = −0.5 ± 0.1 pN/nm ( Figure 3) .
We then replaced in each leaflet 10 POPCs by 10 cholesterols. During a 100 μs simulation, we found the Martini cholesterols 35 to frequently flip-flop and to predominantly occupy the (lower) leaflet that was under tension in the absence of cholesterol ( Figure 4A ). On average there were 11.0 ± 0.2 cholesterols in the lower and 9.0 ± 0.2 in the upper leaflet. The tension difference between the leaflets, ΔΣ, depended monotonously on the instantaneous cholesterol asymmetry ( Figure 4B) ; importantly, its mean value relaxed to ΔΣ = 0.2 ± 0.2 pN/nm. Figure  4C shows the average behavior of ΔΣ after a fluctuation has decreased the number of cholesterols in the lower leaflet below seven: We observe a monotonic decay toward the state of tensionless leaflets, a decay that is nonexponential over the first 500 ps, and thereafter well fitted by a single exponential with a time constant of 55 ns.
What happens to area difference when tension difference relaxes to zero? Clearly, replacing equal amounts of POPCs by cholesterol in both leaflets should preserve the condition Δ ≃ 0 of our initial asymmetric bilayer. To confirm this, we simulated, in the spirit of Figure 2 , the corresponding symmetric bilayers with leaflet compositions of 10:66:24 and 10:87:0 of Figure 2 . Preferred leaflet area for 100 lipids of POPC−GM1 mixture as a function of GM1 mole fraction. Here symmetric bilayers that had 100 lipids per leaflet were simulated in the NPT-ensemble to obtain tensionless bilayers and, thus, tensionless leaflets. The data for a mixture with cone-like GM1s (red triangles) imply that such a GM1 occupies slightly more leaflet area than a POPC. In contrast, the data for the lollipop-like GM1s (blue squares) reveal that this type of GM1 occupies much less leaflet area. Dotted horizontal lines correspond to the preferred leaflet areas for a certain integer number of POPCs as given by the secondary y-axis on the right; diamonds ( ◆ ) indicate the corresponding lollipop-like GM1 fractions for 100 lipids of the POPC−GM1 mixture as obtained by interpolation between the discrete data points (solid blue line). 
Letter cholesterol/POPC/GM1. Indeed, these two bilayers had almost the same preferred leaflet area difference, Δ = 0.11 ± 0.04 nm 2 , as the bilayers without cholesterol (0.06 ± 0.02 nm 2 , see above). However, the two symmetric bilayers corresponding to the asymmetric bilayer with ΔΣ = 0 (leaflet compositions of 9:66:24 and 11:87:0 of cholesterol/POPC/GM1) had different preferred areas with Δ = −0.23 ± 0.04 nm 2 . The negative sign indicates that the preferred area of the lower (GM1-free) leaflet would exceed that of the upper (GM1-containing) leaflet. This demonstrates that in the presence of a flip-flopping species, a membrane will sacrifice zero preferred area difference, Δ ≃ 0, in order to reach zero tension difference, ΔΣ ≃ 0.
Generation of Spontaneous Curvature. In the absence of a flip-flopping species, an asymmetric and tensionless bilayer is typically characterized by leaflet tensions Σ upp ≠ 0 and Σ low = −Σ upp as has been shown for asymmetric lipid densities 29 and asymmetric lipid compositions. 31 In both cases, the spontaneous curvatures generated by these bilayer asymmetries can be understood intuitively, if one views the membrane as a thin layer bounded by two leaflet−water interfaces that have different interfacial tensions. 29, 36 Indeed, in order to reduce the total interfacial free energy, the membrane then prefers to bulge toward the leaflet with the lower interfacial tension.
In the previous section, we showed that an asymmetric and tensionless bilayer that contains at least one flip-flopping lipid species relaxes toward a state with tensionless leaflets, that is, with Σ upp = 0 and Σ low = 0. We now demonstrate that the bilayer asymmetry can still generate a substantial spontaneous curvature even for tensionless leaflets. We consider a perpendicular section across the bilayer and focus on a stripe-like segment of this cross section with lateral width L ∥ . The microscopic torque per L ∥ acting on such a stripelike segment is then given by the torque density 29, 31, 37 
corresponding to the negative first moment of the lateral stress profile s(z) = P N − P T (z), where P N and P T are the normal and tangential component of the pressure tensor, respectively. The torque density Δ is proportional to the product of the bending rigidity κ and the spontaneous curvature m of the bilayer. Therefore, Δ should not depend on the choice for the origin, z = 0, of the z-coordinate, a requirement that is fulfilled as long as the whole bilayer is tensionless. It is intuitively appealing to decompose the torque density Δ into two contributions arising from the two leaflets via 
The two torque densities upp and low do not depend on the origin of the z-coordinate as long as both leaflets are tensionless. However, even when the leaflets are tensionless, the two torque densities upp and low need not have the same magnitude for an asymmetric bilayer. The latter situation will lead to a nonzero torque density Δ , implying a nonzero spontaneous curvature m in eq 3. Figure 5 displays the torque density m 2κ Δ = for asymmetric bilayers as a function of GM1 mole fraction in the upper leaflet. We increased this fraction by replacing POPCs with GM1s, that is, keeping the total number of lipids in the upper leaflet fixed at 100. The lower leaflet contained N low PC POPCs, and no GM1s.
For the lollipop-like GM1 data in Figure 5 , we can again distinguish bilayers with tensionless leaflets, data points with stars (★), from those with equal preferred areas, data with diamonds (◆). Focusing on these two sets of data, we can draw two immediate conclusions. First, asymmetric bilayers with tensionless leaflets (★) were characterized by a spontaneous curvature m /(2 ) κ = Δ that increased monotonically and roughly linearly with the GM1 mole fraction in the upper leaflet. Furthermore, asymmetric bilayers with tensionless leaflets (★) and equal preferred areas (◆) led to a rather similar dependence of the spontaneous curvature on the GM1 mole fraction.
Let us now concentrate in Figure 5 on bilayers with ΔΣ ≃ 0 and let us compare the ★ data for lollipop-like GM1 to the data 
Letter for cone-like GM1. We see that when the leaflets were tensionless, 2κm increased differently in the cone-like and lollipop-like GM1s. We have demonstrated before 18 that the cone-like GM1 is able to capture quantitatively the experimentally observed dependence of 2κm on GM1 asymmetry between the leaflets. Therefore, the weaker dependence shown by the lollipop-like GM1 suggests that the molecular shape of the real GM1 in POPC bilayer is closer to a cone than to a lollipop.
Conclusions. We demonstrated that asymmetric and tensionless bilayers relax toward states with tensionless leaflets when they contain a lipid species that undergoes frequent flipflops between the two leaflets ( Figure 4) . We also showed that asymmetric bilayers exhibit a significant spontaneous curvature even if both leaflets are tensionless. In the specific example studied here, the bilayer asymmetry was determined by the mole fraction of GM1 in the upper leaflet. The associated spontaneous curvature was found to increase monotonically and roughly linearly with this mole fraction ( Figure 5) .
In our study, we focused on lipid bilayers with bilayer tension Σ = Σ upp + Σ low = 0 but our results can be directly generalized to bilayers that experience a nonzero tension Σ ≠ 0. In the latter situation, the presence of a flip-flopping species will lead to equal leaflet tensions Σ upp = Σ low = Σ/2, which again implies that the tension difference ΔΣ = Σ upp − Σ low vanishes. Furthermore, our results can be extended to bilayer membranes with an arbitrary number of lipid components. If such a bilayer contains at least one lipid component that undergoes frequent flip-flops on the accessible time scales, it will relax toward a state with tensionless leaflets.
When a lipid molecule undergoes a transition from one leaflet to the other, its polar headgroup must move across the hydrophobic core of the bilayer. The associated hydrophobic interactions determine the free energy barrier encountered by the flip-flopping lipid. Therefore, the flip-flops observed in our simulations represent thermally activated processes. In cellular membranes, this process is modulated by certain membrane proteins. Three families of such proteins can be distinguished. 4 Scramblases facilitate bidirectional flip-flops between the bilayer leaflets by reducing the free energy barrier for this process. Flippases and floppases hydrolyze ATP to pump lipids toward or away from the cytosplasmic leaflet, respectively. Scramblases should accelerate the relaxation process toward bilayer states with tensionless leaflets. Flippases and floppases, on the other hand, can prevent the bilayer from attaining such a state with tensionless leaflets, if the proteins pump the lipids with a sufficiently high rate. Thus, fast pumping from the donor to the acceptor leaflet will increase the pressure in the acceptor leaflet which will then generate a lipid flux in the opposite direction until a steady state with nonzero leaflet tensions has been reached.
Methods. We used the fast, flexible, and free GROMACS 38 engine version 5.1.1 to run Martini 35 coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of GM1-containing POPC bilayers at full hydration with sodium ions to obtain zero net charge; the effect of a frequently flip-flopping species was studied by including cholesterol. We used the Martini-straight parameters:
39 Timestep 20 fs, Verlet neighbor lists updated every 400 fs with the neighbor list radius automatically determined, Lennard-Jones and Coulomb potentials and forces cut off at 1.1 nm with the potentials shifted to zero at the cutoff using the potential modifiers, NPT simulations through the Parrinello−Rahman 40 (semi-isotropic, P = 1 bar, τ P = 12 ps), and Bussi−Donadio− Parrinello 41 (membrane coupled separately from the rest, T = 303 K, τ T = 1 ps) coupling schemes. Systems were built with CHARMM-GUI 42, 43 and allowed to relax for 1 μs before collecting data (for a minimal run time of 20 μs and a maximal run time of 300 μs); simulation trajectories and input files are permanently openly available on Zenodo. 44 We calculated the lateral stress profiles s(z) by postprocessing (every 100 ps) saved trajectories with the Gromacs-4.5.5-LS package; 45, 46 note that only the Goetz−Lipowsky decomposition 32 could be used, as the Central Force Decomposition 47 can not be applied to the particular types of dihedral potentials present in the Martini GM1 headgroup. The bilayer was first centered such that its midplane (defined as the center of mass of the triply bonded Na-type beads in POPCs, see Figure 1 ; from lower leaflet only as many POPCs were considered as there were in the upper leaflet) was at z = 0. In each saved frame, the box was divided in 201 bins along the z (bilayer normal) direction, for which the local stress tensor σ(z) was calculated, and the lateral stress profile obtained as The tension difference ΔΣ (see eq 2) and the torque density Δ (eq 3) were calculated by numerical integration of the lateral stress profiles obtained at individual time points and then taking the time average. This approach provided a natural way of estimating the errors through the block-averaging approach; 48 if block-averaging failed to find a plateau spanning 2 orders of magnitude in time, we estimated the error visually from the cumulative average.
We assigned cholesterols to their leaflets based on the zcoordinate of the SP1-type bead, see Figure 4A . Figure 4C displays the average time dependence of the tension difference ΔΣ(t) following a random event (indicated by time t = 0) that took the number of cholesterols in the lower leaflet N low cho below 7. To obtain Figure 4C we used the mapping ΔΣ(N low cho ) of Figure  4B to get for each such random event the time trace ΔΣ(N low cho (t)) and then averaged over all the 258 events observed.
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